OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Donated by John Amerland in 1953 (Acc. 94).

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. John Amerland Papers (SC 94), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Fargo, N.D. real estate agent.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Correspondence, biographical sketch of his mother Cora Nunnemaker Amerland, a copy of John Hiram Amerland's citizenship request (1868), duplicate of Henry Amerland's appointment as a notary public in Cass County, N.D. (1887), a copy of the birth certificate of Carrie Ashelman, Mr. Amerland's wife, and Mr. Amerland's obituary.
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